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Also concerning "Mystical Experience."

"The outer personality is undoubtedly conditioned by genes and by upbringing, but it is only a "persona" or mask worn by the real inner self, which "portals" of the nature of ultimate reality, and in a truly integrated individual the outer personality is also conditioned by the workings of the inner self."
Stravinsky. A critical survey
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There are differences in racial immunity as regards susceptibility to various diseases, differences in customs and habits of living, dietary differences, and hereditary differences.
old idea of differences, brain size &c.

changed as "Behaviorism" feminism held back for absolute equality of the sexes. Standards of menstruation, menopause, parturition were considered largely psychological, intelligence levels identical, so-called feminine instincts as socially conditioned and women unequal to do men's work as almost everything told. The author's purpose is to change this view - proved by showing that many basic & fundamental differences actually exist. These are backed with considerable documentation...."
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55 monozygotic twins, the maxings were identical in 88%, not identical 4% and 11% douthe.

19 dizygotic traits were identical 5%, not identical 95%.
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"It is concluded that there exists a real association between the length of life of husband and wife, and this association is probably the result of factors that enter into marital selection"
The problem of synthesis in biology

Philosophy of Science 9 (1): 59-71
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Regarding the integrative processes of living organisms as highly evolved instances of a type of concrescence which everywhere pervades nature, and considering special acts of human creation as having their foundation in factors common to all instances of natural integration, the conclusion is reached that the sharp separation is not possible to a comprehensive theoretical biology. In biological synthesis physical action takes on special forms which in many cases imply a psychic background and direction. For the solution of the fundamental problems of biology it seems necessary that the physiological and psychological study of living organisms should proceed hand in hand.
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